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BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION/ VOLUME 2SOCIAL AWARENESS/ VOLUME 1

BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION/ VOLUME 2

 
This workbook is based on the teachings of the well-known experts of ASD: 

Garcia Winner and Tony AtwoodIt is designed to be used by LSAs, Special Ed teachers 

and Social Skills teachers working with children that: 
Are diagnosed with Aspergers, lack social awareness or Autismdisplay age-inappropriate behaviour,           

lack communication skills,or behave ‘differently’ 

Inside this book:Expressing desires and feelingsCommunication skillsFlexible thinking
Eye contact
Personal boundaries Personal hygieneAppropriate way of complaining& much more

We recommend using the social awareness workbook, volume 1

before moving on to the behaviour modification workbook, volume 2.

SOON TO BE RELEASED:TRIPLE E PROGRAM-Encourage & Enhance Emotionsfor teaching children who:Struggle with low self-esteemAre unhealthy perfectionists Get stuck in negative thinkingSuffer from anxiety/stress/fearsAre overly withdrawn and don’t express their feelings/desires

includes detailed teacher guides and worksheets for social success

BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION

Volume 2By: R. Sternlicht, London
Founder and Director of the Triple S program & Centre 
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SOCIAL AWARENESS/ VOLUME 1
 
This workbook is designed to be used by LSAs, Special Ed teachers 

and Social Skills teachers working with children that: 

 
Are diagnosed with Aspergers or Autism,
lack social awareness, display age-inappropriate behaviour,           

lack communication skills,or behave ‘differently’ 

Inside this book:General awarenessEmotional awareness of selfEmotional awareness of othersObserving facial expressions of others
Anger management& much more.

We recommend using the Social Awareness Workbook, volume 1

before moving on to the Behaviour Modification Workbook, volume 2.

SOON TO BE RELEASED:TRIPLE E PROGRAM-Encourage & Enhance Emotionsfor teaching children who:struggle with low self-esteem,are unhealthy perfectionists,get stuck in anxious thinking,suffer from anxiety/stress/fears,or don’t express their desires and feelings

Includes detailed teacher guides and worksheets for social success

SOCIAL AWARENESS

Volume 1By: Rifky Sternlicht, London
Founder and Director of the Triple S Program & Centre 

My feelings

          shy                 irritable            happy                 like               don't like 

        upset                lonely           jealous            confused            calm 

      scared             mad            loving       embarrassed   disappointed 

   surprised            sad                   proud                guilty               excited

My Feeling Thermometer

1

2

3

4

5
The most

The least

WHAT I WOULD LIKE 

PEOPLE TO THINK OF ME...

I act like others
I am proper

I am 'menchlech'

I am kind

I am mature

I think about others

I am friendly

1 ידן
צופר

6אומ 2מורא טרויעריג

ATTACHED PLEASED

RELAXED

CARING

DEVOTED FRIENDLY KIND

AFFECTION CONTENT RELIEVED

My feelings 4

4 4 4 4 4

4 4 4 4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4

4

EMBARRASSED GUILTY

UNCOMFORTABLE

SAD

ANNOYED AHSAMED AWKWARD

HOPELESS FORGETFUL SILLY

My feelings 3

3 3 3 3 3

3 3 3 3 3

3 3 3

3 3 3

3 3 3
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BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION BOOK (215 pages)

IMAGINARY THINKING CAP

POSTERS
FACIAL EXPRESSION CARDS

TRAINING CD 

ROLE-PLAYING MENCHIES
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SOCIAL AWARENESS BOOK (60 pages)

MY FEELING CARDS



www.thecscl.co.uk/triplescentre
e: triplescentre@gmail.com

t: 0203 941 2928

Option of Yiddish and English Format
The Triple S Program has been used with over 250 kids in the Triple S Centre. It 

is now being offered to heimishe ladies and men; LSAs, Special Ed Teachers and 
Social Skill Teachers working with children that are diagnosed with Aspergers 
or Autism, lack social awareness, display age-inappropriate behaviour or lack 
communication skills. It is designed to be used on a 1-1 basis or in a group of 

maximum 3 children, for ages 6-14 and can be adapted for older ages.

This program is published by Rifky Sternlicht, London, Founder and Director of 
the Triple S Program & Centre. It is based on the teachings of ABA, CBT, as well as 

the works of Garcia Winner and Tony Atwood (well-known experts of ASD).



Inside this book:
General awareness
Emotional awareness of self
Emotional awareness of others
Observing facial expressions 
Anger management
& much more.

BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION/ VOLUME 2 
This workbook is based on the teachings of the well-known experts of ASD: Garcia Winner and Tony Atwood
It is designed to be used by LSAs, Special Ed teachers and Social Skills teachers working with children that: 
Are diagnosed with Aspergers, 
lack social awareness or Autism
display age-inappropriate behaviour,           
or lack communication skills
 

Inside this book:
Expressing desires and feelings
Communication skills
Flexible thinking
Eye contact
Personal boundaries 
Personal hygiene
Appropriate way of complaining
& much more

We recommend using the social awareness workbook, volume 1before moving on to the behaviour modification workbook, volume 2.

SOON TO BE RELEASED:
TRIPLE E PROGRAM-
Encourage & Enhance Emotions
for teaching children who:
Struggle with low self-esteem
Are unhealthy perfectionists 
Get stuck in negative thinking
Suffer from anxiety/stress/fears
Are overly withdrawn and don’t express their feelings/desires

Includes detailed Teachers' Guides and Worksheets for social success

BEHAVIOUR MODIFICATION

Volume 2
By: Rifky Sternlicht, London

Founder and Director of the Triple S Program & Centre 
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Inside this book:

Expressing desires and feelings

Communication skills

Flexible thinking
Eye contact
Personal boundaries 

Personal hygiene

Appropriate way of complaining

& much more

SOCIAL AWARENESS/ VOLUME 1
 
This workbook is designed to be used by LSAs, Special Ed teachers 

and Social Skills teachers working with children that: 

 
Are diagnosed with Aspergers or Autism,

lack social awareness, 

display age-inappropriate behaviour,           

or lack communication skills,

 

Inside this book:
General awareness
Emotional awareness of self

Emotional awareness of others

Observing facial expressions of others

Anger management
& much more.

We recommend using the Social Awareness Workbook, volume 1

before moving on to the Behaviour Modification Workbook, volume 2.

SOON TO BE RELEASED:

TRIPLE E PROGRAM-

Encourage & Enhance Emotions

for teaching children who:

struggle with low self-esteem,

are unhealthy perfectionists,

get stuck in anxious thinking,

suffer from anxiety/stress/fears,

or don’t express their desires and feelings

Includes detailed Teachers' Guides and Worksheets for social success

SOCIAL AWARENESS

Volume 1
By: Rifky Sternlicht, London

Founder and Director of the Triple S Program & Centre 



Emotional awareness of others

55 54

 
Learning objective: To continue discussing appropriate behaviours and the 
recognition of other people’s facial reactions, by studying characters in picture 
books, with a focus on, “What I want other people to think of me.” 
 
In order to reinforce the learning objective above, examine three picture books where 
children are interacting, and write down on worksheet #55 anything the child has noticed 
regarding the children’s behaviour and their facial expressions. The teacher can focus on 
specific elements of the book by posing focused questions to the child, e.g. “What are these 
two children doing on this page? Are they playing nicely, or are they fighting?” “Do you 
think the girl reacts appropriately when her brother spoils her Lego creation?” “What is the 
boy’s facial reaction? How does the mother react?” “How would you feel if this would 
happen to you?” “Do you feel that the girl’s behaviour is appropriate for her age? Would 
you be able to advise the girl to react in a more positive manner?” 
 
Revisit the topic of positive choices by reflecting on the worksheet and discuss some good 
ideas one could practise when one is upset.  
 
Combine this session with worksheet #56, or the poster (in the Triple S Program). Most  
of the learning is based on the concept of: being aware of what other people to think of us. 
We don't teach this to a child who has TOM - theory of mind, as such children think about 
how other people view them too much, which can cause anxiety and stress. In these cases, 
we teach them to deal with their anxiety with a different program.  
 
The teacher explains to the child (using worksheet #56 or the poster) that there are certain 
accepted and age appropriate norms which must be followed. E.g. he would not leave his 
house wearing  pyjamas even if it’s comfortable, or a 17 year old would not lick a lollypop 
in public even if he loves it. Ask the child, “Why?” and discuss which thought bubbles he 
would put together with the two examples. He might choose either, ‘I am mature,’ or, ‘I act 
like others.’ Emphasise that before he says or does anything, he must ask himself if it is 
menchlich, age appropriate and mature. E.g. even though I’m shy to say, “Thank you,” it is 
worth it because I will gain a positive reputation. This worksheet/poster can often be 
combined with the facial expression cards or my feeling cards (in the Triple S Program). 
The teacher can present a scenario e.g. interrupting a parent, and the child places the 
befitting facial expression card on the thermometer poster. He can also draw thought 
bubbles and fill in his thoughts from worksheet #56 or the poster.  

Worksheet #55, #56 

A SOCIAL, BEHAVIOUR & COMMUNICATION CURRICULUM
Includes detailed Teachers' Guides, Worksheets, Activity Ideas, Laminated Posters, 

Facial Expression Cards and other resources for social success

16 1717 

The how and why: 

Worksheet  #18, #19, #20 

Learning objective: To learn  how to behave appropriately in public, when they need to speak to 
someone who is not right next to them.  

Most ASD kids are quite clueless as to certain social norms. This manifests itself a lot when in 
public. If for e.g. they want to tell their father something in shul and he is not within hearing range, 
the ASD child may likely scream out to his father from wherever he is, even if there are a lot of 
people around. This often causes people to stare, and/or to consider them immature or different. 
Yet an ASD child will not  grasp that people stare or turn their heads because he behaved in a way 
which was not age appropriate. ASD children have to be explicitly taught the correct behaviour 
when wanting to speak to someone at a distance, especially in public, and that would be to 
approach them, rather than screaming to get their attention.  

      

In worksheet #18, the picture shows the shul scenario where the child tries to attract his father’s 
attention in an inappropriate way. Discuss the scenario, building an awareness of what happens 
when they scream to others in public. 

Through role play, demonstrate to the child what the above behaviour sounds like, and ask the 
child to explain what is wrong. Ensure that the child really understands what is wrong with the 
above behaviour. The child should then role play the appropriate method of approaching someone 
they want to talk to rather than shouting from far.  

On the second part of worksheet #18, the child should think about his father’s reaction to his 
screaming in shul, and colour the relevant facial expression. 

When the child has understood what is inappropriate about the behaviour in the first shul scenario, 
you can establish the correct way of behaving when he wants to speak to his father in public, i.e. he 
should walk to him and speak with him quietly. It would be a good idea to role play some sentences 
which the child might tell his father, in both appropriate and inappropriate ways.  

On Worksheet #19 and #20, you can move on to thinking about other people’s reactions to 
watching a child behaving appropriately/inappropriately in public. Encourage the child to consider 
others’ thoughts about them in both scenarios, and fill in the relevant thought bubbles. Talk about 
the stop sign, which is a good reminder for any behaviour.  

Using the big stop sign poster (provided in the Triple S Program), demonstrate the shul scenario: 
Stop! (Don’t yell across the room.) Look around! (Is my father close to me, or not? and Look!(Are 
there other people in the room?) Think! (Is it appropriate to shout to my father?) Or, Think! (What 
should I do now?) 

 Discuss the thoughts/reactions people have to inappropriate behaviour and whether the child wants others 
to feel/think about him in that way. Explain how using the Stop –look—think! method will help him become 
aware of his actions and therefore his behaviour will actually change.  

For worksheet #20, you can encourage the child to role-play appropriate behaviour in various public venues 
such as in a shop, at a simcha etc. Lead on to what his parent’s facial reaction/thoughts might be when he 
is approached in the correct way. 

The how to: 

Approaching others when 
wanting to talk to them
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Approaching others when 
wanting to talk to them

Approaching others when 
wanting to talk to them

I WANT TO SAY SOMETHING TO MY TATTY, 
but he is not next to me. There are many Tatties 
and boys in shul. 

IF I SCREAM...

WHAT DO OTHERS THINK OF ME?

TATTY!!!

...how does Tatty feel?

 

 

 
Why doesn’t Yanky go to 

his father and speak to 

him quietly?

If I scream loud, am I 

derech eretzdig?

 

 

 

  

 

Yanky is not 
derech eretzdig 

 

 

 

 

 

 STOP

LOOK

THINK

 SAY\DO

Samples

Worksheet #55, #56

Emotional awareness of others

55 54

ביכל

בלאט #

מענטשליכע
 אויפפירונג

יענעם‘ס
 רעאקציע 
אויפ‘ן פנים

נישט 
מענטשליכע
אויפפירונג

יענעם‘ס
 רעאקציע 
אויפ‘ן פנים

Emotional awareness of others

57 56

איך פיר זיך מיט 
איך פיר זיך אויף דרך ארץ

ווי אנדערע

איך בין
 מענטשליך

איך טראכט 
פון אנדערע

איך פיר זיך אויף ווי א 
גרויסע אינגל\מיידל 

איך בין 
גוטהארציג

איך בין 
פריינטליך

וואס וואלט איך געוואלט מענטשן
 זאלן טראכטן פון מיר.....

Samples
Emotional awareness of others

56 57

I act like others
I am proper

I am 'menchlech'

I am kind

I am mature

I think about others

I am friendly

WHAT I WOULD LIKE PEOPLE 
TO THINK OF ME...

Emotional awareness of others

54 55
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